Put the words in the correct order.

1) under presents are tree the The.

2) stairs toys leave your Don’t the on.

3) more I for cereals milk need my.

4) lives city Jack in the.

5) writes teacher The board the on.

6) play park the in children The.
Answers

1) under presents are tree the The.
   
   **The presents are under the tree.**

2) stairs toys leave your Don’t the on.
   
   **Don’t leave your toys on the stairs.**

3) more I for cereals milk need my.
   
   **I need more milk for my cereals.**

4) lives city Jack in the.
   
   **Jack lives in the city.**

5) writes teacher The board the on.
   
   **The teacher writes on the board.**

6) play park the in children The.
   
   **The children play in the park.**